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Everyone can achieve life success if they can fulfil the prerequisites. There is
no dominant factor that determines success, but the strength of character can
be an essential asset that is not in doubt. This study aims to explore
the Yahanu character strengths in the phenomenon of achieving life success of
three santri, graduates of the same pesantren (Islamic boarding school) in
Indonesia. We design this research with a phenomenological approach. We
collected the data through in-depth interviews, then transcribed it verbatim
into a solid description, and analyzed it through descriptive-psychological
phenomenological analysis procedures. The findings show that: (1) Yahanu is
more of a performance character than a moral character; (2) Five traits that
become Yahanu's elements: courage, confidence, efficacy, learning readiness,
and grit drive the spirit of leadership, pioneering, activism, and risk-taking;
and (3) The intersection of the four strengthens the skills to think/act
strategically, adapt, be creative, and communicate. These findings further
prove a strong correlation between character strength and life success, which
is helpful for parents, education practitioners, and policymakers to design
character education, especially at primary and secondary levels.
Keywords: life success, phenomenology, performance character, santri,
yahanu

Introduction
Life success is the primary desire of all humans. Apart from the different concepts
and features of success in human perception (Sedova, 2019; Stroyanovska et al., 2021),
conditioning students to be successful in life is also the primary goal of all types of education.
Therefore, the scholars studied the factors predicted to be the determinants of life success.
Such as intelligence level, family socio-economic background, student's characteristics and
behavior at school, positive relationships, and personality traits (Gopalan & Pattusamy, 2020;
Kim, 2014; Smith & Aggarwal, 2020; Spengler et al., 2018) can be used as the main focus in
designing educational goals.
However, the success of a person's life is multi-casual. Whether at the biological,
psychological, social, or historical level, no single factor guarantees a person's success
(Napolitano et al., 2021). In other words, life success is influenced by cognitive abilities and
opportunities and by personal qualities, which are often referred to as non-cognitive skills,
character strengths, social, emotional, and behavioral skills (Soto et al., 2021), or
performance characters (Davidson, 2014; Davidson et al., 2014). That is a person's capacity
to maintain social relationships, regulate emotions, and manage behavior directed toward
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goal attainment and learning. There seems to be almost a consensus that shows the
importance of personal qualities to achieve life success.
Based on the arguments above, this research is intended to describe
phenomenologically and psychologically how the graduates of one pesantren in Indonesia
can exist, compete, and achieve life success by relying on the strength of the character they
call yahanu. Life success belongs to anyone, of course, if the conditions and modalities are
fulfilled. But it's unimaginable how the santri who only study and are educated to become
religion teachers can succeed beyond their competence in the religious field.
It distinguishes our research from the previous studies, where the experience of
achieving success with character strengths is analyzed through a first-person psychological
perspective to explore its constituents and synthesize its general structure (Giorgi et al., 2017;
Jackson et al., 2018). The first-person perspective provides insight into the psychological
aspects of an experience such as motivation, perception, understanding, thinking,
anticipation, fear, etc. This study examines the experience of achieving success in life from
the point of view of the direct actors. They are three people who had the same learning
experience at the Modern Pesantren Darussalam Gontor Indonesia while still in primary and
secondary education (the name of this pesantren is then written briefly as Gontor, and its
graduates are written as Gontorians).
The participants were selected based on their experience and willingness to participate
in this study. They are from various graduating classes from 1965 to the 1990s, so their
maturity and success in life have been relatively stable. In addition, their professions or areas
of life service also vary so that the obstacles and challenges faced in the experience of
achieving success are also different. P1 is a lecturer who focuses on the development of the
Arabic language. Never studied abroad but for two periods (six years) was elected as a
member of the Board of Trustees of the King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz International Centre
for Arabic Language, Saudi Arabia.
P2 is a professional engineer in the field of CNC machines. He lives and works in
Taiwan. Now his company trusts him as Overseas Sales Manager. In addition to being an
expert in the field of machinery, he is also proficient in international languages such as
English, Arabic, Malay (Indonesian), Mandarin, and Italian.
In contrast, P3 is a humanitarian worker. Twenty years of career in international
humanitarian agencies in several countries with the last domicile in Myanmar. He has been a
delegate to Qatar Red Crescent, Country Director of Muslim Aid -UK, and since 2018,
founded and became CEO of an NGO for the Asian Region.
All participants were successful in fields not directly related to religious knowledge
while at Gontor. It sparked our initial interest in this study and their spontaneous response:
"Ana yahanu faqat!" (I am just Yahanu) -when we asked for their participation in this studyit made us even more excited to explore and describe their experiences in the research
question: What is the meaning of yahanu in the life success of Gontorian?
Method
Research Design
We designed this study by adapting the descriptive-psychological phenomenology
method of Giorgi et al. (2017), in which Jackson et al. developed its data analysis procedure
into seven steps (Jackson et al., 2018). We deliberately used this approach because the focus
of this investigation was on the experience of achieving life success which was relevant to the
central concern of phenomenology, namely returning to the meaning of experience,
manifested through fresh, complex, and detailed descriptions as experienced concretely by
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the actor (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Finlay, 2012). Phenomenology does focus on everyday life
experiences and how to turn them into consciousness (Henriksson & Friesen, 2012; Merriam
& Tisdell, 2016).
Participant and Researcher Relationship
There are three participants from Gontorian who have agreed to be involved here. In
the phenomenological tradition, the number of participants is not the object of debate because
the primary consideration is the depth of experience (Jackson et al., 2018; Langdridge, 2008).
Three participants are often considered the minimum limit because more than that description
will be challenging to write (Broomé, 2013; Giorgi & Gallegos, 2005; Giorgi, 2011). Even
so, only one participant in a specific phenomenon is understandable (Røseth & Bongaardt,
2019).
The first author of this paper has a close relationship with the three participants
because of the same pesantren background, so he is very familiar with the word yahanu, a
colloquial term for the Gontor santries or the psychological construction they usually feel
together. This personal closeness made it easier for us to recruit them as participants. Simply
by telephone, we asked for their participation and made an appointment for an interview.
However, the first author tried to contain and suspend all these initial understandings as
required in phenomenology as ephoce or bracketing. With the supervision of three other
authors who did not burden with prior knowledge, especially regarding yahanu, we carried
out ephoce from preparing the interview question format to interviewing the participants,
transcribing, and analyzing the data.
Data Collection
We collected data through a typical descriptive-psychological phenomenology
interview: unstructured, flowing, and undirected (Giorgi et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2018).
We always asked this kind of question to the participants: “Can you tell me about your life
journey after graduating from Gontor?” We also asked probing questions, such as: “Could
you please tell me in more detail the examples of what you called yahanu earlier?" We
conducted this interview face to face at different times and places according to the agreed
meeting appointments. Each interview lasted between 30-45 minutes. We recorded the
interview with a voice recorder to preserve the authenticity of the answers. Then, we
transcribed this recording verbatim, word by word.
We did not register this study with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) because this
is not usually done in Indonesia. However, we provide them with a consent form to protect
participants' rights. They are free to choose to participate in this research or refuse it.
Including here, they have the right not to answer our questions or stop being a participant at
any time. All participants agreed that their statements were included as our data in the final
report after they were double-checked. They also asked us not to write down their real names.
Therefore, we disguised their names in this publication with the initials P (participants).
To maintain the validity of the data, we did a member-check by sending a transcript of
the interview results to each participant to reread it and correct any errors they found. Then
they sent it back to us, and we made the revised transcript of the interview results as raw data
for this research.
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Data Analysis
We analyzed the data through Giorgi's psychological descriptive phenomenological
procedure (Giorgi et al., 2017), which Jackson et al. adopted in the following seven steps
(Jackson et al., 2018; Figure 1):
Figure 1
The Steps of Descriptive-Psychological Phenomenological Data Analysis

Note. Adopted from the descriptive-psychological phenomenological data analysis steps of Giorgi et
al. (2017) developed by Jackson, Vaughan, and Brown (2018).

First, compose a concrete description. As mentioned earlier, we transcribed the
interviews' results from voice recordings to scripts, so a factual description of the participants'
experiences was composed.
Second, sense of the whole and bracketing. Here, we read and reread interview
transcripts to understand the whole phenomenon. We did this with a phenomenological
reduction attitude (Giorgi, 2012, 2011) through 3 positioning tasks: (a) We immersed
ourselves physically and mentally in reading the transcript, so opened our minds to what the
data said; (b) We bracketed and suspended prior knowledge, including the first author's
personal experiences about yahanu, so whatever the data provides is whatever it says. This
effort also allowed us to have a new approach to the raw data. So, what is described by the
participants we accepted as it is without any value judgment; and (c) We took the adopted
attitude including special sensitivity to the phenomenon by listening to what participants said.
Third, determine the meaning units. Here we broke the transcript into several parts in
the form of natural sentences by intuitively shifting the meaning. We marked each significant
change in meaning with a red slash to facilitate subsequent analysis. We did this process
spontaneously based on experience, not intellectually, and always included sensitivity to the
specific phenomenon we were studying (Jackson et al., 2018).
Fourth, accomplish transformations–reduction and intuition. We changed the meaning
contained in the description in a phenomenological-psychologically sensitive way. We did
this with an attitude of reduction that is sensitive to any psychological meaning of what is
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expressed in the description (Giorgi et al., 2017). Here, we interrogated each meaning unit to
find and communicate the psychological implications of each participant's report of the
lifeworld. The identification of meaning occurs at this point, and that is “intuitive
achievement” in Husserlian terms (Giorgi et al., 2017).
Fifth, formulate constituents and structure. Here, we reviewed all the meaning unit
transformations, which we generated in step four, through a reflective process to determine
what is essential from each description (Giorgi et al., 2017). The method went through two
phases. In phase I, we identified the constituents by categorizing many smaller and separate
subjects from the transformed meaning unit. Then synthesized it using an imaginative
variation to test the transformation of the meaning unit, which we categorized as same in its
essential meaning across different accounts of participants. In Phase II, we identified the
general structure in an eidetic manner. Here, we first determined the intra-inter-structural
similarities and differences between the constituents, then attempted to find the general
structure of the essential or invariant constituent parts by moving away from t he analysis
table to reach generalizations (Jackson et al., 2018).
Sixth, communicate the findings. Here, we communicated the constituents and their
inter-intra-structural relationships identified in step 5, through (1) the image that visualized
the properties of each constituent and the relationship they have with each other; (2) detailed
narration on each constituent and its inter-intra-structural relationships. This constituent
narrative formed an essential part of the findings and used the original voices of the
participants themselves (Jackson et al., 2018).
Finally, interpret the structure and its constituent parts. Here, we discussed the
structure of experience and its constituents concerning the relevant academic literature. This
step required us to carry out some meta-analysis to see the relevance or significance of the
findings, identify the relevant literature, and broaden our understanding of the phenomenon.
Findings
After reviewing the transformed meaning units of the three descriptions, we integrated
into a single structure describing the experience of achieving success with performance
characters as their capital. We first presented the structure before explaining its constituents
and then gave the evidence that has been found in the data to support each constituent.
The Essential Structure of Experience in Achieving Life Success
We could visualize the essential structure of the participant's experience in achieving
life success in Figure 2, where the identified constituents appeared to be interconnected and
influenced. Yahanu character, the initial capital of success, seems to have elements in the
form of character strengths intertwined between courage, self-confidence, self-efficacy,
learning readiness, persistence, earnestness, and hard work.
The various character traits of Yahanu above empower the spirit of leadership,
pioneering, activism, and risk-taking. Furthermore, the relationship between these four
constituents enhances strategic mind/acting, adapting, being creative, and communicating
skills. With that primary capital, the participants achieve success through achievements,
awards, being trusted, and becoming the center of people's attention in their environment.
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Figure 2
The Essential Structure of Achieving Success Experiences

Yahanu's Character Traits
The participants' initial answers: "Ana yahanu faqat" (I am just yahanu), led us to a
uniform pattern of experience constituents related to several character traits which the
participants constructed psychologically as elements of yahanu which were intertwined and
intersected between one another (Figure 3). Namely:
Figure 3
The Constituents of Yahanu's Character Traits
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First, the participants dared to do something that no one else did; dared to do
something with minimal capital; dared to face any situation; dared to face others; and
accepted challenges and risks.
Second, the participants did not feel awkward inferior in front of other people, felt
capable even with limited capital, and felt they could even though they had never tried.
Third, the participants strongly believed in success and strived by planning definite
goals, strategies, and active efforts to achieve them.
Fourth, the participants were always open to learning something new and developing
themselves better than before.
Fifth, the participants felt strong to survive in the battlefield they faced, did not give
up quickly, and did not give up in the face of any challenge or pressure.
Sixth, the participants had strong determination, seriousness, and focus in carrying out
each task or responsibility assigned to them.
Finally, the participants felt willing to spend all their power (mind and energy) to
achieve the specified target.
Table 1 displays each of these constituents with empirical examples of participants'
expressions.
Table 1
The Constituents of Yahanu Elements with Its Empirical Variations
The
Constituents
Courage

P1

P2

P3

P1-MU52.
"[Yahanu] made me dare
to face any situation or
be adaptive… To exist in
a place where it might
seem foreign to me at
first. So, I think that's the
keyword: courage."

P2-MU05.
"…the meaning [of
yahanu] that I got at
Gontor is mental
formation to be brave [in]
facing people… daring to
challenge and prove I
can… What other people
don't dare to do; I dare to
do. For example, scraping
machines."

P3-MU12.
"And yahanu also dares to
accept challenges. That is
what I call a mental risktaker. I dared to take it
because I was confident
that I could do it; if I
couldn't, I would learn to
do it. Aah, that's yahanu.
During college in London,
I often practiced it."

Confidence

P1-MU49.
"I'm not inferior. I know
they are great people.
But they also think I'm a
great person. The proof
is that when introducing
me to every visit, the
Secretary-General
always says: this
is Ustādh [name of P1],
the founder of the
Association of Arabic
Language Teachers in
Indonesia..."

P2-MU46.
"I have given seminars in
47 countries. The
participants of the
seminars were all big
bosses with higher
education backgrounds
and rich people. Even
though I'm only from
Gontor, they can be
amazed by what I'm
talking about because I'm
speaking with yahanu
[confident]"

P3-MU11.
"When interacting with
other people, I show
myself that I am capable.
I'm confident if I can, even
though I haven't tested it
yet. That's yahanu, belief
in myself."

Efficacy

P1-MU35.
"When I became dean, I

P2-MU17.
"I am being challenged [to

P3-MU29.
"First, I analyze the
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thought it is necessary to
establish an association
of Arabic teachers. Must
have the system. So, I
plan to invite
representatives of
various Arabic language
departments at various
universities, especially in
Java, so that everyone
feels involved. We
arrange from the
organization's name, the
basic rules, etc. Until we
scheduled the first
congress, ratifying all of
it, including the election
of its chairman.
Everything went well as
I designed."

give a speech] like that,
given another point. It's
effortless. I asked to the
committee: "How many
minutes?" He said 15
minutes. Oh ready. It was
the same as muhadoroh
[speech practice] at
Gontor. I designed it in
such a way, the material,
the diction, basically
everything I prepared.
Perfect and successful."

condition first. Can I do
something here? Visible or
not. So, I made sure to
clear the initial concept,
then endurance.
Establishing an NGO is a
huge obstacle. Legality
from the country,
commitment from donors,
and the team's ability in
the field. So, I had to
create a concept from
scratch, look at the
challenges, survive and
succeed. It is what I was
taught in Gontor to be a
fighter, which has to be
successful, no matter what
I touch."

Learning
Readiness

P1-MU16a.
"My study program is
Arabic literature. I have
never been taught how to
teach a language. So,
what I learned at Gontor
is what I put into
practice. But it's not
enough. This college
must have a theoretical
basis. So, I decided I
should take an English
program, study again."

P2-MU21b.
"It's just that this scraping
is not arbitrary. It is just
for an experienced person.
So, I studied, persevered,
learned everything from
scratch, until I was an
expert."

P3-MU20.
"Yes, from the start, I had
the principle that I must
continually learn. Working
in an NGO is learning.
From changing jobs, I
learned systems and
networks. I learned
everything. I just founded
PADI Global Asia."

Persistence

P1-MU18.
"Initially in Malang, I
lived with my family by
renting a house in
Mbetek for one year.
After that, I moved to
Dinoyo for four years.
Continue to move rented
again on Surabaya
Street, two years. I just
came here, my own
house, and at that time, it
was impossible to
calculate on paper
[buying this house]. Not
enough salary to pay for
the house. But I can. The
important thing is not to
give up."

P2-MU14.
"Out of 137 people who
have internships, less than
100 people who finished
and graduated. Others
failed on the way and were
sent home. Some are not
strong with challenges,
cultural differences
constrain some, some are
sick, some break the rules,
and others do not pass.
Indeed, the regulations are
stringent and must be
tough. As for me, I'm used
to going to Gontor, under
pressure!"

P3-MU10.
"Yes. So actually, studying
or living abroad for me is
no problem. From
anything I can live, with
anything I can exist. I've
been set up in Gontor like
that. Must be strong,
persistent, never give up
before succeeding. So that
I feel there are no
significant obstacles when
living outside. Because the
challenges and pressures I
felt while at Gontor had
become a part of me."
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Earnestness

P1-MU26.
"Then, I designed and
made the magazine
"Lisan." From very
simple, for many years, I
have been serious about
writing by hand, copying
and printing it myself,
selling it myself. And its
marketing is widely
spread in big cities. So,
it's a regular customer.
From the capital, I
continued to turn it
around for eight years.
And I still have all those
documents."

P2-MU44.
"I have never taken
Chinese courses.
Autodidact is directly
practiced in earnest. In
Gontor, I was trained by
two mufrodāt
[vocabularies] every day. I
applied that method when
I was an intern. So, I have
to get two words every
day by asking questions.
The internship is the
practice of directly
assembling the machine.
So, every day while
assembling the machine, I
asked: What is this? With
capital asking in Chinese:
What is this or that in
Chinese?"

P3-MU22.
"PADI has been running
for a year, and there have
been many projects,
already built 15 schools in
Rakhine. There are also
programs to strengthen
education and the
community's economy. All
that I do with sincerity,
seriousness, and focus.
Including how I replicate
the success of international
NGOs in Indonesia to
bring them there. Because
the people and culture are
not far from Indonesia."

Hard work

P1-MU16b.
"I have to work hard. In
the morning I teach
Arabic, in the afternoon I
study English. The rest is
for community service.
That was the case for the
first three years in
Malang."

P2-MU18.
"So, it's like this. I chose
the engine. I was
completely zero there. I
have no experience at all. I
just have one principle; I
have to work hard study it
until I can. In Gontor, I
was taught that. Especially
now that I live alone in a
foreign country, the point
is I have to keep moving. I
can't be lazy."

P3-MU23.
"And donors are
interested. Why? Because
my team and I can be sure
that it can be implemented
in the field. Here I work
tirelessly to solidify the
team to maintain their trust
or trust. Now NGOs have
no problem convincing
donors because they
already know us
personally."

The Constituent of Leadership, Pioneering, Activism, and Risk-Taking
This finding also showed that participants' constituent experiences related to
leadership, pioneering, activism, and risk-taking were strengthened due to the dialectic of
Yahanu's character traits above, which became an essential asset in achieving success in their
lives. These four constituents intersected, gave each other, and slightly differed.
Regarding leadership constituents, for example, the participants in their roles as
leaders in various stages of their lives, also act as movers (activists), initiators (pioneers) for
the formation of a particular institution or work tradition, and as decision-makers who often
encountered risk (risk-taker).
P1, during college, actively mobilized various intra- and extra-campus student
organizations. As a lecturer, he had served as dean and chairman of the Indonesian Arabic
teaching association. P2 had led a delegation of apprentices in Taiwan until he became an
overseas Sales Manager in his company. Meanwhile, P3 had been the Acting country director
for the Myanmar region until the CEO of a regional NGO in Asia that he founded. Table 2
shows empirical examples of the participants' expressions regarding the four constituents
above.
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Table 2
The Constituent of Leadership, Pioneering, Activism, and Risk-taking with Its Empirical Variants
The
Constituents
Leadership

P1

P2

P3

P1-MU32.
"Well, they finally came
to me. They were
forcing me to want to be
a candidate for dean.
Because circumstances
forced me, I'm okay.
And finally elected with
the most votes, I became
dean of the Faculty of
Language and Arts. One
period. Ended in 2002."

P2-MU43.
"… now it's my second
year in this company…
Being an Overseas Sales
Manager. The areas I
control are the Middle
East, all of Asia, several
European countries, and
Latin America."

P3-MU17.
"Then there was an offer,
his position as program
manager. It was mid-2014,
in Qatar Red Crescent,
became a delegate for
Myanmar. So, the office in
Myanmar is mine. I was
there for a year, then
moved to Muslim Aid-UK
in 2015, becoming a
country director.
Therefore, three years. Its
working areas are all over
Myanmar, but most of our
programs are in Rakhine."

Pioneering

P1-MU01.
"... after returning from
Gontor, I initiated and
founded the Indonesian
Islamic Student
organization in my
village. The branch is in
Jombang."

P2-MU36.
"I accepted the offer…
[company name]. That was
in the year 2002, month
nine if I'm not mistaken,
but the condition is, I ask
that a new department
should be formed that
specifically handles
service, not part of the
sales department. So there,
I immediately became a
service manager. A new
department that never
existed before…."

P3-MU18.
"Then, at the end of 2018,
I initiated the creation of a
regional institution. With
my friends, I created an
NGO specifically for Asia.
The focus is more on
working in Asian
countries, but it's mostly in
Myanmar for the time
being. So that's what I'm
currently CEO of."

Activism

P1-MU05b.
"In addition to being
active in the Student
Senate and Islamic
Student Association
[HMI], I am also active
in promoting Arabic
through the Arabic
student magazine,
Waẖdah Aṯ Ṯullāb."

P2-MU26.
"[Besides being active in
office work] I also teach
badminton for my
company team... and every
badminton match
throughout Taichung, we
always get first place. I
[also] often get called to
the mosque. Giving
religious sermons, giving
Kultum [seven-minute
lectures] and other da'wah
activities."

P3-MU02.
"…My principle is that the
important thing is to keep
moving. I can't sit still,
don't do anything— [That's
why] I took two bachelor's
degrees simultaneously. At
IAIN Arraniri, I studied
English, and at Unsyia, I
studied Economics.
Besides that, I am also
active in the Student
Regiment."
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Risk-taking

P1-MU25.
"After upgrading, I said
to my friend: "Ustādh,
how about we make a
magazine like in Jogja
before." "Yes, Ustādh.
But we don't have the
funds, do we?" "We pay
for this ourselves. How
if we don't take our
honorarium as
instructors for the three
days but use it to
publish magazines." My
friend agreed. We came
home from upgrading,
didn't bring any money,
hahaha."

P2-MU33.
"At that time, I was with
the boss, the owner of the
company, was very close.
My career to jump to the
top can be fast. Yes, just
how else, because this
concerns my family, my
wife's pride. So, I decided
to resign from this
company, whatever the
risk, my decision was
unanimous."
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P3-MU06.
"My parents had invested a
lot in me. I'm ashamed to
ask my parents for more
money. So, I have to be
independent with all the
risks. I have to prove to my
parents that it wasn't in
vain to send me to Gontor.
It is what I call a mental
risk-taker."

The Constituent of Life Skills
Furthermore, these findings also indicated participants' constituent experiences
regarding developing four life skills that complement each other: mind/acting strategically,
being creative, adapting, and communicating. P1, when he was a student activist, he
thought/acted strategically by initiating and managing the publication of the Arabic language
magazine Waẖdah Aṯ Ṯullāb to unite the potential of Arabic language-lover students without
having to be trapped in differences in organization and student groups. Likewise, when he
initiated the establishment of the Association of Arabic Language Teachers in Indonesia and
united Arabic lovers, it was also a forum for developing their learning through first -hand
Arabic teachers.
P2 thought and acted strategically by choosing to be a diaspora in Taiwan since he
received a job offer from the company owner where he previously interned. This choice was
strategic because it opened opportunities to pursue his subsequent career as a recognized
professional engineer in the CNC field.
Likewise, with P3, one of the strategic mind/actions he took after working for an
international NGO for a long time was to initiate and establish an Asian regional NGO, which
he now leads. According to him, this choice was strategic because not many Indonesian
NGOs worked at the regional level. Based on their experience, international NGOs could not
penetrate regional areas due to various obstacles such as differences in perspective, culture,
and religion.
Thinking and acting strategically above in the participants' experience appeared to be
perfect as capital to achieve success because they were supported by creative, adaptable, and
communication skills. Here, for every strategic mind/action taken, the participants always
involved creativity due to adapting to the conditions at hand then communicating it to the
interested people.
For example, P1, when he wanted to develop Arabic learning through his teachers,
was creative by forming a new forum in the form of an association of Arabic language
teachers, which has a solid organizational system. He communicated this innovative idea to
his fellow deans at various significant universities in Java to convince and encourage
cooperation between them in realizing this strategic idea. This pattern, namely acting
strategically-creativity-adaptation-communication, was also seen in the experiences of P2 and
P3.
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Discussion
Many studies show the impact of education in transition [early adulthood] on a
person's cognitive and emotional development (Evans et al., 2018; Jindal‐Snape et al., 2020;
Ng-Knight et al., 2016), which is in the next phase be the starting point for success. Thus, the
participants in this study seemed to feel the experience of studying in Gontor as a process of
constructing one of the distinctive characters, which they call yahanu, and they are aware of
the critical role of this character in achieving success in the next stage of life.
Based on the categorization of Davidson et al., Yahanu seems to be more of a
performance character than a moral character. That trait represents a mastery orientation
needed to realize excellence in the performance environment rather than describe its ethical
values (Davidson et al., 2014). That can be seen from the Yahanu character traits found in the
participants:
First, dare to do something different and maybe new, even with a bit of capital. Do
not be afraid to face other people and dare to face any situation with all the challenges and
risks. This finding seems to be in line with the concept of courage, which from a
psychological perspective is understood as persistence in facing dangerous situations even
though subjectively and physically, there is still fear (Norton & Weiss, 2009; Rachman,
2010). A deeper exploration shows that courage is a mental construction that combines
emotional states, cognition, and action (Kilmann et al., 2010; Santilli et al., 2020) with the
following characteristics: persistence (Norton & Weiss, 2009), risky activities (Kilmann et
al., 2010), noble goals (Pury et al., 2014), self-will or volunteerism (Rate, 2010), and
responsibility (Cheng & Huang, 2017).
Second, they do not feel inferior and do it even though they haven't tried, which
seems to be triggered by pride and challenges as alumni of Gontor. This trait is in line with
the findings of White (2009), which shows that in the self-confidence literature, related
concepts that always appear and are most prominent are self-concept, self-esteem, and selfcertainty. Self-esteem as a trigger of yahanu strengthens the antecedents of confidence that
have been understood so far (Perry, 2011). Yahanu's expression in the form of an explicit
affirmation of the ability to be as one aspires to also has harmony with the attributes of self confidence, which includes: Belief in positive achievements, persistence, and self -awareness
(White, 2009). Therefore, in general, self-confidence is sometimes understood as an
individual's recognition of one's abilities, self-love, and self-awareness of emotions (Şar et
al., 2010).
Third, they have the self-steadiness to act strategically in achieving the desired goals.
That includes rich in ideas, good at setting goals and strategies, and intelligent in solving
problems. This finding is consistent with the concept of self-efficacy, where Bandura defines
it as a belief in own ability that demonstrates effective action in a certain way according to
the context (Bandura, 2000, 2006, 2012).
The concept of self-efficacy is different from self-confidence, although the two are
often used interchangeably. Cramer, Neal, and Brodsky nicely explain the difference between
the two: (1) The term self-efficacy emphasizes the ability and strength of belief, whereas selfconfidence only refers to the degree of certainty of the outcome; (2) the component of selfefficacy includes cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspects, while self -confidence is only
cognitive and affective or inconsistent in behavior; and (3) Self-efficacy targets specific
behaviors before the action, while self-confidence in general judgments after the action
(Cramer et al., 2009).
Fourth, they open themselves to continue learning and developing to be better. This
trait seems to be in tune with the concept of learning readiness. The individual's overall
physical and psychological condition makes him ready to respond in a certain way in certain
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situations (Rahmatika & Suyatno, 2020). Learning readiness includes non-cognitive areas,
such as dispositions, physical skills, motor skills, socio-emotional, behavioral, linguistic,
communicative, and needs management. It indicates a person's readiness to learn more
formally, non-formally, and informally (Millians, 2011; Murray & Harrison, 2011).
Finally, persistence, earnestness, and hard work, which are also character traits in
yahanu, seem to be in line with the concept of grit, which is understood as persistence and a
desire for long-term goals. It includes hard work to face challenges, always maintaining
consistent effort and interest despite the failures and difficulties in the way. In other words,
grit has dimensions of consistency of interest in one long-term goal and resilience in trying
(Duckworth & Gross, 2014; Duckworth et al., 2007; Duckworth & Quinn, 2009).
This study shows that Yahanu has five character traits called its elements: courage,
self-confidence, self-efficacy, learning readiness, and grit. The connection between these
elements strengthens the spirit of leadership, pioneering, risk-taking, and activism.
Furthermore, the relation between leadership and pioneering drives strategic thinking and
acting skills; the intersection between pioneering and risk-taking generates adaptability; the
meeting between risk-taking and activism fosters creative skills; the encounter between
activism and leadership enhances communication skills.
It is the rationalization of the Yahanu character as the essential capital in achieving the
life success of the participants in this study. Theoretically, it cannot be separated from the
significance of the five character strengths above in realizing performance excellence. The
five are essential constructs for the experience and achievement of one's academic and social
success.
Courage, for example, is often considered the real key to success. One can do great
things due to courage (Pury et al., 2014). Many studies have proven that courage directly
correlates with success in entrepreneurship. The higher level of courage a person has, the
higher level of success (Bockorny, 2015; Italiani et al., 2019). Courage also makes one's
emotional reflexivity and work-life integration better (Jena et al., 2021); and acts as a
mediator in improving career-adaptive abilities, satisfaction, and quality of life (Ginevra et
al., 2018; Magnano et al., 2019).
Likewise, self-confidence is "the non-secret of achieving success" (Gitomer, 2017).
Self-confidence means having the hope to achieve a goal in a specific situation (Kukulu et al.,
2013). Here self-confidence plays a crucial role in one's performance (Azmi, 2017). With the
need for achievement and risk-taking, self-confidence is an internal factor that positively
impacts entrepreneurial success (Khan et al., 2021). In the context of leadership, high selfconfidence is also very influential interpersonally on group decision-making (Greenacre et
al., 2014).
Furthermore, many studies show that self-efficacy has a significant effect on
increasing one's performance and achievement (Kim, 2014; Maliha Nasir & Iqbal, 2019;
Talsma et al., 2018). Directly or indirectly, it has a positive effect on strengthening: technoentrepreneur interest (Salhieh & Al-abdallat, 2022), networking skills, social intelligence, and
interpersonal influence (Bozbayındır & Alev, 2019), and fully mediates the relationship
between self-leadership and career success (Megheirkouni, 2018).
At the same time, learning readiness has also been shown to be a factor that influences
one's success (Dangol & Shrestha, 2019; Demir Kaymak & Horzum, 2013; Joosten &
Cusatis, 2020; Koc, 2019; Liu, 2019). Among other things, because learning readiness is the
leading supporter of academic resilience (Ramadhana et al., 2021), someone with it will tend
to maintain their learning performance and achievements (Dangol & Shrestha, 2019). In
addition, learning readiness is also a person's guide to effective learning (Prabjandee, 2013).
Lastly, many studies highlight grit as a highly influential trait on the achievement of
life success, including in career (Clark & Clark, 2019; Eskreis-Winkler et al., 2014). Among
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other things, because grit is highly correlated with self-control, mental well-being,
growth/goal orientation (Kannangara et al., 2018; Muenks et al., 2017; Weisskirch, 2019),
productivity and engagement (Hodge et al., 2017), performance (Kelly et al., 2014; Pate et
al., 2017), persistence in challenging tasks (Lucas et al., 2015), learning strategies and
attitudes (Weisskirch, 2018), and development identity (Weisskirch, 2019).
Implications and Limitations
Overall, the findings of this study indicate that behind the experience of the
participants' success, there is a distinctive performance character of Gontorian, namely
yahanu, which is constructed through five traits as elements: courage, confidence, efficacy,
learning readiness, and grit. The intersection of these five character strengths strengthens the
spirit of leadership, pioneering, activism, and risk-taking. Then move the skills of thinkingacting strategically, adapting, being creative, and communicating.
This finding further strengthens the importance of character strength as one of the
predictors and primary capital of life success. For policymakers, education practitioners, and
parents, especially at the primary and secondary levels, the implication is to focus more on
and provide ideal space for character traits such as courage, confidence, efficacy, learning
readiness, and grit in school or pesantren. Those character strengths are needed in the current
era of disruption and the future.
Our study is open to limitations. First, although the findings show one of the
Gontorians characteristics, due to the small number of participants and their impossibility to
eliminate subjectivity, these findings cannot be generalized that all Gontorians must have
yahanu dyes with these five traits.
Second, the interviews were conducted in the Indonesian language, while the
presentation in this article was in English. The word -for-word translation of the interview
results can reduce the accuracy of the meaning so that it is possible to influence the research
findings.
The benefits of this study will be more comprehensive, especially in character
education, if further research can investigate the character learning model at Pesantren
Gontor so the process of Yahanu character building can be described and duplicated.
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